Seedin g, Br eeding, and Cu ltiva ting in Ahm eda ba d,
India
The recent event in Ahmedabad at the National Institute of
Design (NID) was the latest in a long line of Vision Plus
conferences, the “flagship” events of the International
Institute for Information Design (IIID), organized around the
globe since 1995.
Following the concept of seeding, breeding and cultivating as a design process, the
presentations from international and Indian speakers covered a wide range of
engaging issues in the domains of communities, healthcare, and mobility.
The fantastic setting at the NID campus, smooth organization and wonderful food
ensured that we all had a great time. What more can you wish for on a December
day when there is snow chaos and Christmas pandemonium at home than sitting in
the sunshine, chatting with colleagues and being absolutely amazed at the beauty
of this country.
This conference simply could not have taken place in Europe; not only because of
the wonderful weather, inspiring surroundings and hospitality of the NID. In a
country of such extreme opposites and great diversity it becomes so much more
obvious that it is imperative to understand the language, culture and context of the
people we are designing for and to transform messages, services and products so
they can be understood and used.
On the first day I already had the feeling of “yes, I like this”. There was a strong
sense of responsibility, an understanding of the impact design can have on peoples’
lives and great enthusiasm for making a difference. Design as a transformative
power rather than a self-serving exercise. What I have spent most of my
professional life trying to make clients (and not so few designer colleagues)
understand seems to be self-evident here.

Careful selection of content by the organisers may well distort my view, but the
overwhelming majority of projects presented were related to practical issues that
respond to peoples’ needs. They express the spirit of good (information) design:
understanding the goals and demands, using appropriate methods to find out what
people need and communicating through a medium that works in the context – thus
ultimately improving someone’s life.

Discu ssing the self-image of de sign
Interestingly, the approach inherent to information design – researching and
scoping before the design process starts – also led to some heated discussions
about how much research we actually need in order to create appropriate and
applicable design solutions. At what point does research become self-serving, when
does it stop serving the goal of creating better design solutions?
A simple answer would be: enough to understand the issues, the stakeholders’
requirements, technical framework and limitations, followed by an iterative and
focused design process that will create its own evidence. The discussions made it
obvious that in reality it is not so easy. Mere quantity of data is often seen as a
quality in itself, it has its own power and contains the promise of wisdom. Also,
data is more easily available than ever before. It is not surprising that we succumb
to the seductive power of data in order to justify design.
In the face of social media, new networking and publishing opportunities some
basic rethinking has to go into the role of the designer as it is taught in most design
schools. Are we mere facilitators? How much “design” is necessary? Do we have to
let go of our own aesthetic aspirations? How can design education respond to the
demands of globalization, technology, mobility, cultural differences and social
change – at a university this is an issues close to peoples’ hearts and entered into
discussions several times.
Note on the side: The IIID research project idX* describes the core competencies of
an information design as follows: “(…) He/she must be able to understand the

properties which constitute effective information, know the facts, tools and skills
needed to structure, render and apply information, understand the capabilities of
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ITC, consider related insights in the fields of cognitive and social sciences and to
apply existing conventions and legislation.”
Another issue kept raising its head throughout the event: the struggle for
universally understood symbols or visual languages versus a highly individual and
cultural approach to designing visual symbols.
Let me take you on a quick tour of the three days with its presentations and events
on the sidelines. Even though we had three full days there was hardly enough time
to take in the exhibitions around the 50 year celebration of the NID, giving an
historical overview of the institute as well as showcasing student work from the
various faculties.

Day 1: From da ta trap s to people power
The two keynote addresses could not have been more different. Yukio Ota of the
Tama Art University in Tokyo presented the development of the picture language
“LoCoS” that aims for a more basic and universal understanding of language.
Professor M. P. Ranjan of NID talked about the need to conserve the traditional
wisdom of rural communities, the renewed desire for regional identity within a
globalised world, and he questioned the role of social media in bridging this gap.
Data and information can be a trap as well as a useful and necessary resource.
Kirti Trivedi of IIT Bombay kicked off the discussion around data gathering. He
advocated an understanding of underlying patterns as a basis for design rather
than gathering large amounts of data that is easily available in our so called
information society.
In a Mexican project, however, large scale data collection and information design
play a huge role in communicating to people the causal relationship between
education and income. Maria Gonzales de Cossio (Universidad Autónoma
Metropolitana-Cuajimalpa) and Lourdes Fuentes (Centro de Estudios Avanzados
de Diseño, Mexico) presented how understanding this relationship can change lives.
Kiran Sethi (Design for Change) gave an inspiring presentation with much fan
support about her Design for Change contest, giving children around the world the
confidence to say “I can!” and thus make a real difference in their world.

Maya Ganeesh (Tactical Technology Collective, Bangalore, India) presented how
information design is a powerful tool for change, where data visualisation creates
awareness and informs policy. She showed examples from advocacy projects
around the world where visualisation powerfully illustrates key issues of
development. A film about a program for empowering women in Afghanistan
through education was brought to the conference by Megha Desai (Self
Employed Women's Association, Ahmedabad), giving an insight into the work of
SEWA, the Self Employed Women’s Association.
The last session of the first day changed context and continents to Europe and the
US. John Rogers (College of Art, Science and Engineering, Dundee University, UK)
introduced community-centred design in the UK and a new role for designers who
should provide a “response”, not a solution, and spoke about “communities”
rather than passive “users”. That eight times more deaths occur from wrong
administration of medicines than road deaths should be motivation enough to
create high quality medicines information. Karel van der Waarde (Avans
University of Applied Sciences, Netherlands) discussed the flaws of the European
model of standardization of medical information and the need to redress
assumptions about patients. Alex Tyers (Communication Research Institute,
Australia) quoted Barack Obama as saying “You can put lipstick on a pig, but it’s
still a pig” in the context of dressing bad information up with nice graphics, a
common practice among graphic designers. Tyr one Po (J.P. Morgan) gave a
financial institution’s view of user experience design for complex financial products,
thus creating customer value.
The evenings’ entertainment was a young folk dance group called LaL iTa from the
Narmada District of Gujarat who have already won a number of international prizes
for their performances. Loud, exciting, fun – you just had to be there (at 25 °C in
December, sitting on the lawn in front of an old temple structure, it was magic)!
Towards the end NID students joined the dance and obviously enjoyed themselves a
great deal – well earned, after many of them had worked very hard to organize the
conference: preparing the supporting material and the student exhibition, looking
after the delegates and helping us solve our many little problems, leading through
the programme, erecting a tent on the lawn where our meals were served and much
more behind the scenes ensuring a smooth running of the event. They did a great
job!

Day 2: Tran sla tion an d tran sforma ti on
Shilpa Das (National Institute of Design) started the day with the paradigm shift
from a medical to a social model of disability, the importance of a universal design
approach and how this can make a huge difference for 60 million people in India. In
the discussion following this session on universal design issues was compared to a
vocation that required a lot of dedication. I think this applies to anyone who sees
design as a tool for change that focuses on peoples’ needs. Nuno Martins
(University of Porto, Portugal) developed an online, community driven information
network on child cancer for Portugal, linking patients, their families, healthcare
professionals, and institutions.
How can you provide educational material to an illiterate society? Tarun Deep
Girdher (National Institute of Design) had to re-learn to draw and had to learn to
see the world through the eyes of villagers when he developed health information
material. Learning the language of pain was a challenge for Cath erine Stones
(School of Design, University of Leeds, UK). She investigated the metaphors
patients use when describing their pain, in order to design support material that
can help turn a downward spiral into a more positive management of chronic pain.
Cathy Huang and Rudi Wimmer (China Bridge, Shanghai, China) introduced a
library project that supports a non-profit organisation for improving literacy in
China. What started out as simply supporting a book collection turned into rethinking the organisation system and setting up a sustainable and simple way of
collecting books and attracting sponsorship as a win-win situation for schools,
children and donor organisations. Daniel Brandao (University of Porto, Portugal)
looked at how participatory media transform society and the way we communicate.
He faced the particular challenge of linking cultural institutions in Portugal to the
communities around them using a web 2.0 approach.
Affecting behavioural change is a huge challenge in any context, Lakshmi Murthi
(Vikalpdesign and International Rural Network, Udaipur, India) powerfully
demonstrated how she supports adolescent health programmes and mother and
child health initiatives for rural communities in Rajastan. She designs culturally
appropriate visual tools and products that directly impact peoples’ lives. Arn ab
Khound (Tata Elxsi Limited, Bangalore, India) approached the challenge of
behavioural change from a different perspective. He designed the “Health Bonus

Account”, a system that supports positive motivation to keep track of personal
medical records for insurance claims.
After the – as usual – excellent dinner, the evening was given over to Baatein, a
series of impromptu, short presentations on the lawn of NID, where students and
alumni presented projects and ideas.

Day 3: Mobility an d public space
Abir Mullik (Georgia Tech, School of Industrial Design, United States) together
with his colleagues Shihika Agarwal, Ashok Kumar, Pushplata Swarnkar
started the day with an insight into the complex context of bathroom and toilet use
in India. They presented an extensive study as a basis for the design of private and
public bathrooms, thus kicking off, again, the discussion around data collection.
Daval Joshi (Nokia Research Center, Bangalore, India) gave an example of using
mobile communication for improving disease control in rural India. Data from
primary care centres reported by mobile phone rather than on paper helps initiate
timely preventive measures.
Posters: Eighteen high quality posters presented projects on topics as varied as an
earthquake shelter, low-tech neighbourhood social media, mapping ecological
resources, a translator-phone, augmented reality to support learning, alphabet
learning for children with reading difficulties, neuro-scans, assistive product design,
therapeutic music, the police force, public transport, advanced driver assistance,
and scraper bikes.
The afternoon of the last day began with Jay Rutherford (Bauhaus University
Weimar, Germany) who started with pizza drivers’ wayfinding strategies and ended
up with orientation system challenges in Bangalore and Ahmedabad. One of his
observations was the dominance of English over Indian languages in airports,
suggesting that more emphasis should be placed on Indian script in public space.
Sibylle Schleich (Moniteurs, Berlin, Germany) took us on a trip down memory
lane with an interesting tour of historical airport design. She compared various
airport structures and presented her work for the new Berlin Airport, which
demonstrates that identity and good information design are not a contradiction.

J.P. Gupta (Government of Gujarat State, Ahmedabad, India) presented a
regulator’s view of road transport systems and gave insight into road traffic
challenges ahead that provide ample opportunities for information design from
knowledge about road regulation to support for behavioral change of drivers.
Fatima Ghani (Symbiosis Institute of Design, Pune, India) considered “green
buildings” in an Indian context and suggested a credit system for sustainable
planning and living based on community participation. Wilhelm Klauser (InD
Initialdesign, Berlin, Germany) became obsessed (his own words) with the efficiency
of small convenience stores in inner cities as a more successful and sustainable
system than large discount supermarkets that have a huge negative impact on
mobility planning and communities.
Right at the end of the conference one of the delegates remarked that he had
expected the event to clarify the difference between visual communication and
information design. Well, I will try to respond from my point of view: I would say
that information design is more of an approach, an attitude rather than a particular
expression of design. Information design considers context and impact, takes
responsibility for all aspects of content and communication and is measurable in its
success. The medium of communication is incidental to the requirements of the
situation. It can be, but does not have to be visual. So it seems to me that it is not
so much a question of difference, but of appropriate expression.

What remain s?
To say thank you for an unforgettable experience to IIID Board Members Rupesh
Vyas and Andreas Schneider, who were the power behind this conference, to the
NID, its Director Pradyumna Vyas and Finance Officer Akhil Succena for their
support, and to all the many visible and invisible helping hands.
The respect for an audience which was inquiring, critical and knowledgeable.
An impression of the high quality approach to information design in India,
confirming what I had seen previously from work presented at other IIID events.
The memory of warm summer evenings in December. What can I say – I’m hooked.
A sense of belonging as an information designer.
You could hardly ask for more than a comment by Armeen Kapadra on her blog
(www.armeenkapadia.com): “(…) I came away re-thinking the entire role of

graphic design, and the growing importance of information design. Too many
things around us, in fact the very important things around us are badly or
inappropriately designed. It is an irony that we live in world where the Nike logo
and packaging will be perfectly designed, but your bank form will be a test of
patience and eyesight.”
Vision Plus 14 marks the beginning of an exciting year for IIID in India. We will be
back with “Mobile Plus”, an international conference on applications of mobile
phones in education, healthcare and rural prosperity in Chennai in September 2011.
The conference is organised in cooperation with the Indian Institute of Technology
Bombay (IITB) and the M S Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF).
The conference in Chennai will further enhance the key goals of IIID: to contribute
to a better understanding within the human community with respect to cultural and
economic issues by means of improved visual and other forms of information. IIID’s
vision is that information design can help empower people to attain goals they
might not have reached otherwise.
Vision Plus 14 was an important milestone in this quest.

Veronika Egger, IIID Deputy Director, Vienna 12 January 2011

